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In 1940, the Führer summoned a diplomat just 37 years old to Berghof, his Alpine retreat, and appointed him ambassador in Paris. But to whom was Otto ... or help mount the notorious exhibition, Le ...
How Hitler s Paris envoy used French writers to back the Nazis
Few clubs are as widely admired as Studio 54. In the three short years that it was open, the midtown Manhattan venue carved a lasting reputation as the ultimate destination for hedonism, ...
A new exhibition is reviving the heady days of Studio 54
The cast of Home and Away were happy to support Courtney's work: Georgie Parker posted a picture with Courtney and other cast members who attended the opening night of the exhibition. Patrick
O'Connor ...
Home and Away cast support Courtney Miller as she launches new project
PARIS (AP) ̶ Paris on Saturday was the only place to be for die-hard Jim Morrison fans. Fifty years after his death at age 27, rock music lovers from France and across the world came to the Pere ...
50 years after his death, fans honor Jim Morrison in Paris
director of renowned Paris fashion museum Palais Galliera and the exhibition

s curator, said.

It

s really important to understand why she was important, and why her style is still relevant ...

NGV reveals Coco Chanel fashion exhibition for summer blockbuster
In the time between her first exhibition and her second, almost 400,000 more Americans have died of covid-19. Unlike at the RFK iteration, where memories and messages could be added only on-site ...
Hundreds of thousands of white flags to be placed on the National Mall to honor lives lost to covid
Ben Nicholson was keenly aware of the spatial and poetic possibilities in the arrangement of objects, whether within a still-life painting, a carved relief or in his studio. Historically, still-life ...
The still life of a jug: inside the studio of Ben Nicholson
The pair turn their lens on another kind of female icon in Child, who dabbled as a U.S. spy overseas and moved to Paris with her new diplomat husband Paul. She fell in love with the food and in ...
Julia Trailer: RGB Filmmakers Look To Master The Art Of Julia Child In New Documentary
A fixture of the Paris and London avant-garde whose beauty ... and sailors who would go away

afterwards. Yet as this new exhibition at Charleston, the

rural Sussex outpost of the ...

Exhibition of the week: Nina Hamnett at Charleston
Jodie Turner-Smith is her husband's No. 1 fan! On Thursday, the Queen & Slim actress' beau Joshua Jackson shared a text exchange between the two, which began with Turner-Smith sending him a photo
...
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Jodie Turner-Smith Wears Shirt Featuring Husband Joshua Jackson's Face from Dawson's Creek
Tadej Pogacar has won Stage 17 of the Tour de France cementing his race lead. Tadej Pogacar has won Stage 17 of the 108th Tour de France, cementing his race lead and ownership of the yellow jersey ...
Updated 2021 Tour de France standings after Tadej Pogacar wins stage 17
We are thrilled to join forces with prestigious partners like Tribeca and NewImages Festival to support the whole XR community and create one of the most ambitious virtual exhibitions in ...
Cannes XR, Tribeca Fest & NewImages Unite for XR3 VR Exhibition
It's too early to say Saturday's Haskell Stakes at Monmouth Park is a key race for this year's 3-year-olds but, featuring some of the major players from all three Triple Crown events, it certainly is ...
Haskell Stakes features Triple Crown runners
A recent feature on Complex raised again the question that has dogged musicians since the CD became the dominant recorded music format in the early 1990s: are albums simply too long? It noted that
...
Longer Players: Have Albums Become Too Full?
Photograph: Patrick Browne CORK CULTURE TRAIL ... for the Womarts roaming European exhibition, from July 15th. Womarts aims to secure women
Images of the Day
On the Los Angeles Opera website, Igor Stravinsky
Rex ...

s equal share of presence in arts and culture.

s Oedipus Rex is available to stream now thru July 18th. Stravinsky based his opera Oedipus Rex on the ancient Greek tragedy by Sophocles. Oedipus

BWW Feature: ONLINE VIRTUAL OPERA TOUR at Home Computer Screens
Jul. 16̶The Hawaii Department of Health will offer free COVID-19 rapid testing at the Wahiawa Civic Center three times this month, starting this Saturday. Tests will be offered from 8 a.m. to ...
Free COVID testing to be available in Wahiawa throughout this month
In 1940, the Führer summoned a diplomat just 37 years old to Berghof, his Alpine retreat, and appointed him ambassador in Paris ... or help mount the notorious exhibition, Le Juif et la France ...
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